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0. INTRODUCTION 
 
On behalf of the entire KLIM Team, thank you for purchasing our KLIM Domination 
mechanical keyboard. We hope it meets your expectations and that you enjoy using this 
device. 
 

Featuring 
 

 Outemu blue mechanical switches 
 Anti-ghosting and 6-keyrollover 
 High durability (60 million key presses) 

 Fully customizable RGB lighting 
 Multimedia and function keys 
 Compatible with Windows, MacOS & PS4 

 
 
I. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
 
The diagram below shows the special keys used to customize the keyboard's lighting effects, 
as well as the multimedia keys at the top. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Technical specifications 
 
Dimensions 467 x 158 x 36.5 mm  Actuation force 60 g 

Weight 1260 g  Keystrokes 60 million 

Cable length 180 cm  Current 0.4 A ± 10 % 

Switches Outemu blue  Voltage 5 V 
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II. USING THE KEYBOARD 
 
The KLIM Domination features a Function key (FN) which can be combined with certain 
keys to change lighting effects or activate different functions on your computer. It has 21 
different lighting effects and 8 colors for each key, giving you total freedom to customize 
its appearance. There are about 16 million possible combinations at your disposal! 

 
Brightness, speed and direction 
 

 FN + : increases brightness (5 levels) 

 FN + : decreases brightness (5 levels) 

 FN + : increases speed. Hold to increase it significantly 

 FN + : decreases speed. Hold to decrease it significantly 

 FN + : switches effect direction 

 FN + : changes colors 
 
NOTE: The 3 top-right LEDs will flash when the maximum or minimum values have been 

reached. Speed and direction settings available for certain effects only. 
 

Lighting effects 
 
You can select the desired lighting effect by pressing the following combinations. Each key 
has 3 different modes; you can cycle through them by pressing it repeatedly: 
 

 FN + : Neon / Breathing mode / Vertical Stripes 

 FN + : Reactive wave / Reactive key / Reactive Row 

 FN + : Wave / Blast / Waterfall 

 FN + : Horizontal flow / Arrow / Radar mode 

 FN + : Multicolor / Raindrops / Vertical flow 

 FN + : Wiper / Fixed color / Pulse 
 

Advanced color customization 
 
Customize each key individually using the advanced color customization mode: 
 

1. Press FN +  to select your custom mode. Press it again to start editing keys. The 
3 top-right LEDs will flash, indicating that the customization mode is active 

2. Press FN +  to cycle through the available colors. The  key will start blinking 

3. Press any key on the keyboard to change it to the color shown on the  key 

4. You can turn off specific keys by pressing FN +  until the  key is off 

5. When you are done editing your key colors, press FN +  again to save the changes 
 
You can recall this color scheme at any time after using any of the default lighting effects 

by pressing FN + . 
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Multimedia keys 
 
The Function key (FN) does not only allow for color customization, it also gives access to 
a wide range of useful shortcuts: 
 
FN + F1: Media player 
FN + F2: Volume - 
FN + F3: Volume + 
FN + F4: Mute sound 

FN + F5: Stop 
FN + F6: Previous track 
FN + F7: Play/Pause 
FN + F8: Next track 

FN + F9: E-mail client 
FN + F10: Home (browser) 
FN + F11: Calculator 
FN + F12: Search (browser) 

 
NOTE: Some function shortcuts are not available on MacOS. 
 
Reset keyboard & Win Lock key 
 
Press FN + Esc + F1 + F3 + F5 to restore the keyboard's factory settings. 
 
Press FN + WIN to deactivate the Windows key. 
 

IV. TROUBLESHOOTING 
 
If you ever encounter any problems, remember that we remain at your disposal to help you 
with any issues. Do not hesitate to contact us at support@klimtechnologies.com for 
additional support. 
 
The computer is typing more than one character with a single press 
 
This effect is known as "key chattering" and can sometimes happen due to the nature of 
mechanical keyboards. Here is how you can fix it: 
 
1) Remove the keycap of the affected key (use your fingers or the removal tool included) 
2) Take a thin, blunt object such as a ballpen and push the blue switch down until it "clicks" 
3) Repeat this for each of the 4 sides of the switch 
4) Place the keycap back on the switch and try the affected key 
 
For a video demonstrating the above procedure or for any additional help, contact us 
directly via e-mail. 
 
It is also recommended that you clean your keyboard regularly to remove any excess dust 
on the switches and avoid further problems. 

 
 

We thank you again for your purchase and hope that you enjoy using our KLIM Domination 
keyboard. Do not hesitate to leave a comment on the site you purchased it from, it will 

help us tremendously :) 
 

The KLIM team 


